Core Capabilities 2021

Results-Focused
Claims Solutions
that Your Team
Can Depend On
Insurance Automation
From Policy through Claim

AI, machine learning, and
predictive analytics increases
speed and precision
19 petabytes of data across
proprietary databases yields
greater accuracy
Ecosystem of integrated
solutions improves customer
experience – yours and theirs
5,000+ industry experts provides
lift across the value chain
50+ years safeguarding insurers’
data earns confidence

Your team is called on to continually improve
outcomes and increase efficiency in claims
management. Verisk can help. We offer
comprehensive, best-in-class solutions and
the nation’s top claims compliance and
management experts. Plus, we are committed to
providing our clients with outstanding service.
Results you can take to the bank
Our solutions have enabled clients to achieve:
• Nearly $160 million saved in proactive cost mitigation
• Nearly $15 million saved through Amended Review
• Over $100 million saved in conditional payment disputes
• Over $2.2 million Treasury Department dispute savings

Advocacy for the tough fights
Our advocacy has led to:
• 87% approval rate for Legal Zero allocations
Results based off of

2021 data

• 95% average reduction in Medicare liens via disputes
• $5 million in CMS rebuttal savings
• Nearly $500,000 in RX Outreach

Keeping clients happy is our mantra
Our client roster and retention speak volumes:

98%

retention of contracted clients

10/10

21/25

clients whom we serve are
within the top 10 P&C insurers

clients represented from
the top 25 workers’
compensation carriers.

Analytic insights boost your claim team’s decisions
Our data-driven insights have helped clients achieve:

18%

Improvement in
liability settlement
consistency with
Liability Navigator®

25:1

through wcNavigator
predictive analytics

®

$15,000
saved per year per adjuster
in medical document
review spend with
Discovery Navigator*

*Based on an adjuster paid $55,000 reading 100 pages of medical information in about two hours with model correcting for human error.

Find out how Verisk can help your team:
Improve your compliance strategy and obtain enhanced outcomes with the guidance of our industry experts
and the support of our best-in-class solutions.
+1.866.630.2772 / CPinfo@verisk.com / verisk.com/casualty-solutions
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